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I remember only two nonwhite teachers while studying at school. From my early years in underfunded public schools consisting mostly of black and Hispanic students to my later years in private schools with predominantly white populations, my experience of teaching black students from white teachers varies from incredibly inspiring to incredibly disruptive.
As a black student in public schools, I had a white art teacher give me a failed class on an essay project because, as he explained to me, graffiti is not art. I was kicked out of classes for having to do, rolling my eyes, playing with braids or wearing a gang-related shirt (it was FUBU). I was once kicked out of class for saying (and trying to show) an unimpressive
math teacher that I already knew how to do a job he condesciously explaining... Again. I had a white principal who refused to sign a letter of recommendation that I needed to complete my application for a private high school. Let's not forget the metal detectors, police officers and zero-tolerance treatments that make many of these public schools feel more like
prisons than training centers. But the fantasies of private schools are off the hook, either. As one of the few dark-skinned students in private schools I attended, I had white teachers showing pictures of monkeys and comparing them to African women. I had a history teacher touch my braids and ask, before this class: Is this horse hair? I've heard that's how
they do it. But I was lucky. The experiences of many other students of color in schools often include dropouts, push-ups, arrests and even violence at the hands of their caregivers. Being a teacher is hard. Being a white student teacher whose experiences are mostly alien to you is perhaps even harder. But I also had amazing white teachers. I had white
teachers come to my birthday parties even though I lived in a hood. White teachers who encouraged me to explore topics about my culture as part of the curriculum. White teachers who did not treat me as a unicorn to solve a mathematical problem. In fact, my favorite teacher was someone who, after my principal, essentially sabotaged my application to a
private school, explained the situation at school and managed to get them to let me check despite an incomplete application. She was white, too. Unfortunately, the whole U.S. education system is broken, especially for students of color. But what one teacher does in his own classroom can change the world. Teachers have a responsibility to study their own
prejudices and study the experiences (and oppressive forces that work against) the students they teach. Because when we go to class, as teachers and as students, we don't magically leave our struggles and life experiences at the door. Maybe you can't change the whole system. Perhaps curricula and standardized tests bind their hands. But as some of my
teachers have shown me, reading a book can go a long way. Here are some of the books I would like my white teachers to read.1 For white people who teach in Christopher Emdin's hood, oh what, couldn't this book have been published a century ago? The strategies outlined in Emdin's book are brilliant for any teacher, but his call for white teachers in the
hood to reassess the ways they see students versus how pupils see themselves is particularly important. An educator himself, Emdin offers real solutions to help white teachers test their privilege and connect with their students. F or white people who teach in a hood, $16, Amazon2. Pushout: Criminalizing Black Girls in Schools by Monique MorrisKa Book!
So many things in this book resonated deeply with my own experiences. Morris shines a light on a group that often neglects to discuss education issues. It highlights the many ways that black girls misunderstand, neglect and criminalize not only the system as a whole, but also teachers who do not see past stereotypes of dark-skinned women as sassy or
loud. It also touches on how the experiences of dark-skinned women outside the classroom play out inside it. P ushout: Criminalizing Black Girls in Schools, $20, Amazon3. Black statistician Monique Morris Yates, it is crucial to look at dark-skinned students as real people, not just data points or statistics. but that doesn't mean you don't have to know your
stats, either. Morris's heavily researched book looks at black lives by numbers, overcoming stereotypes and prejudices with figures that prove certain common beliefs are flat wrong. In addition, The New Press actually followed this up with a book by Latin American statistician Iselisse Malawe and Esty Jordan. B lack of statistics: African Americans by
numbers in the twenty-first century, $10, Amazon4. Between the world and me by Ta-Nehisi CoatesThen the reason for this book is a bestseller. This is one of the most poignant jobs on black lives today. Koutsch's writing about the experience of growing up and raising a young Black Son in today's climate articulates the feelings of an entire generation. B
etween World and I, $14, Amazon5. New Jim Crow Michelle AlexanderTer's reason protesters at a Black Lives Matter event hold copies of this book. The new Jim Crow shows how mass incarceration has systematically disenbarked, segregated and stole the lives of a massive percentage of the black population. With a pipeline from school to prison that puts
more and more black youth behind bars, it's crucial to read for any educator. T He's the New Jim Crow, $13, Amazon6. In 1933, Dr. Carter G. Woodson's Mis-Education of the Negro published The Wrong Education of Blacks. Unfortunately, much of what Woodson relevant today. Woodson points to how the Eurocentric education system, which teaches dark-
skinned students to think of themselves as inferior, invisible and processed, has been preventing them throughout their lives. You don't even have to buy a book; You can read it online in history is Weapon.T he Mis-Education Blacks, $8, Amazon7. Drinking coffee elsewhere by ZZ PackerViimate stories in Drinking Coffee Elsewhere tell of people looking for
the truth, trying to fit in by having big dreams, or just trying to do it. Yes, most of these characters are black. However, despite the absurd notion that black characters are not related, these stories are deeply human. Is it sad that we need reminders that black people are human beings? So. Do we still need that? So. It's also just a beautiful collection. D Skating
Rink Coffee elsewhere, $10, Amazon8. The light of the world Elizabeth Alexander At that time alexander's story tells here one of the losses, it is also one of love and joy and family. Black people don't see enough stories and images of black love, joy, and family, so I know that white people also don't see enough of these stories. Light of the World, $15,
Amazon9. The sisters are fine with Tamara Winfrey-HarrisSy too often, the view with which white people look at black lives is one of pity. With all the negative images, harsh realities and racism, that's not surprising. But black people are not community service projects, and pathologizing dark-skinned students is either looking at how injured animals can cause
harm, too. Sisters in order resist the stereotypical narratives of dark-skinned women, celebrating them instead of scorning, pitying or insulting them. T he sisters ok, $13, Amazon10. Teacher wars: The story of America's most staged profession, Dana GoldsteinJakt, if you want to change your future, you need to know your story. Goldstein's view of the history
of teaching and schools in the United States takes on difficult topics, including issues of race in the classroom and the need for teacher colors in the classroom. War Teacher, $11, AmazonImage: Paramount Pictures Despite years of conversations about life in post-racial America, police-related deaths of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor serve as grim
reminders that racism is still alive and well in modern Times of the United States - and always has been. Now that every TV set across the country flashing images of peaceful protests that have turned violent in Minneapolis and St. Louis, it becomes clear that unless we do something to stop it, the hatred and violence caused by the current presidential
administration will only get worse. A good first step to take? Educating ourselves with these books on race all white people should read because it is up to all of us to end racism. Incidents of police brutality and protests against it a recent memory, from the Watts riots in 1965 in Los Angeles to today's protests across the country. According to Mapping Police
Violence, there were only 27 days in 2019 when [US police] did not kill anyone. Even though only 13% of the U.S. population as a whole, black Americans account for 24% of people killed by police and three times more likely to be killed by police than white people. If that weren't enough, between 2013 and 2019, 99% of police killings ... did not result in
officers being charged with a crime, Mapping Police Violence also reports. Because we can't afford to let the police continue to harass and kill people of color without consequence, here are 17 important books about race all white people should read. Getting information is just the first step on the life path to combating racism, but it's essential that these
enlightening readings can help you make.1'White Rage: The Unspoken Truth of Our Racial Divide' Carol Anderson, Ph.D.An an unparalleled look at America's long history of structural and institutionalized racism, White Rage is a timely and necessary study of white anger and aggression Beginning in 1865 passing the 13th Amendment and ending with the
election of the country's first African American president and 2014 response to Ferguson, renowned historian Carol Anderson uses key moments in U.S. history to articulate a new narrative around race that endlessly exposes white America's attempts to slow or stop progress in black America. A compelling look at American history, White Fury never seemed
more relevant than it is today. - Sadie Trombetta Click is here to buy.2'The New Jim Crow: Mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness' Michelle AlexanderA is a compelling argument that shows many ways racial hierarchy still dominates American society, the New Jim Crow is a difficult but necessary reading. A deep dive into racial discrimination within
our justice system, this must-read guides readers through the many ways in which black Americans are under attack from racist policies and procedures within a system that is designed to protect them. Passionate and engaging, the New Jim Crow will change the way you see race in modern America, and prove to you that our post-racial world is nothing
short of a myth. Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.3'How to be an anti-racist by Ibrama H. CandyStampeide of the early author Ibram H. Candy lays out a plan to push back against institutional racism in this 2019 book. Amazon's No 1 bestseller On Human Rights at the time of writing this article How to Be Anti-Racist explains why personal opposition to
racism and racist politics and behavior does not excuse us from fulfilling the civic duty to actively fight against organizational structures that promote and support white supremacy. This book, which be on every white person's reading list. — K.W. ColyardClick is here to buy.4'Black Stats: African Americans by the numbers in the 21st century' Monique W.
MorrisAn reads easily, easy to understand a guide to the real experiences of black people in the 21st century, Black statistics show racial discrimination in the form of facts and figures. A critical look at the quality of African American life, progress toward equality and the negative effects of socially unfair policies and discriminatory practices in everything from
government to the entertainment industry, this handy tool disproves the myth that racism in America is dead by providing the necessary data to take the steps necessary to kill it, once and for all. — Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.5'TheOdore W. Allen's invention of the pioneering examination of the design of race and its origins in America, Theodore W.
Allen's White Race invention is essential for those interested in dismantling racism from its founding. A two-ted work that covers the country's history, from the coming of Africans to America in 1619 to modern race relations, this in-depth study is similar to the origin story for race, particularly the white race, and the racial discrimination that followed. — Sadie
Trombetta Click here to buy.6'Between the World and Me' from Ta-Nehisi CoatesIn a letter to her son, the famous author Ta-Nahisi Coates solves some of the most difficult questions about survival, identity, history and freedom faced by black men and women. Drawing on his own experience as a black man in America, Coates explores the country's fraught
past and explanatory present in an attempt to shed light on creating a brighter future. Absolutely devastating and affecting to read, this book is what Toni Morrison calls must-read, so you'd better put it on your list. Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.7'Slavery by another name: The re-enslavement of black Americans from the Civil War to World War II by
Douglas A. Blackmon Slavery by another name, Douglas A. Blackmon, is beaming with a spotlight on one of the darkest chapters of American history: The Age of Neoslavity. Starting after the Emancipation Proclamation and lasting all the way through World War II, this often ignored period saw thousands of black Americans move from slavery in the South to
involuntary easement across the country. Drawing on rich historical records, original documentation and personal narratives, Blackmon unites this disgraceful practice of human labor trafficking, exposing those who benefited from it, and celebrating those who fought against it. Shocking but important reading, slavery by another name should be a must-read in
every history class. Paul Butler's explanation of a deeply racially discriminatory justice system with a transformation of how you think about policing, race relations and criminal justice. In Choke Hold, a former federal prosecutor contacted by a legal commentator exposes unfair laws and practices in a justice system that constantly treats dark-skinned men like
criminals, thugs, and the enemy of the people. Powerful as it enlightens, Choke Hold will not only shed light on the broken system, but also offer recommendations, while somewhat controversial, about the different ways in which Americans can pull it off. 'Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.9'White Fragility: Why it's so hard for white people to talk about
racism' Robin DiAngeloThe majority of white people admit that racism makes someone a bad person, but we draw a line by calling other people racists, or recognizing our own unconscious biases. Robin Di Angelo examines these defensive behaviors, mapping his roots and branches, in White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About
Racism. — K.W. ColyardClick is here to buy.10'Citizen: A American Lyric' claudia RankineA, which features a lyrical collection about race, identity and black in the United States, Claudia Rankine's Citizen: American Lyric is a must-read for every American citizen trying to understand racial injustice. Using essays, poetry, images and art, Rankin exposes the
racial aggression faced by black people every day, from easy-to-grocery shopping to excessive media violence, and highlights the ways in which these aggressions hinder a person's ability to survive. A truly moving book, Citizen will change the way you see black lives in America. Sadie Trombetta Click Here to Buy.11'Racism Without Racists: Color-Blind
Racism and Persistence of Inequality in America Eduardo Bonilla-Silva Classic text on constructs of race and racism, updated edition of Eduardo Bonilla-Silva's racism without racists is an important read for those who want to understand the dangers of color blind racial ideology. Covering everything from the post-civil rights era to the Black Lives Matter
movement and the election of Donald Trump, this book exposes and analyzes the many ways racism persists and practices in modern America, despite our denial of it. But it doesn't just present problems, it offers solutions in the form of leadership to move away from our deep racial divisions and towards equality. - Sadie TrombettaClick is here to buy.12'So
You Want to Talk About Race' from Ijeoma OluoIjeoma Oluo's So You Want to Talk About Race is a must-see book for any white person engaged in social, economic or political conversations today. Addressing everything from the definition of racism to police brutality and the pipeline from school to prison, this book contains resources that white people need
to educate themselves on about institutional racism and white supremacist systems that make white lives easier, punishing people of color for being nonwhite. — K.W. ColyardClick is here to buy.13'How does it feel like a problem?: Being young and Arab in America' Mustafa BayoumiIf you ever wanted to walk in someone else's shoes, how does it feel to be
a problem? allows both Arab and Muslim Americans to take action, exposing the discrimination, prejudice and injustice they face in their daily lives. Drawing on the experiences of seven 20-year-old Arab Americans living in Brooklyn, author and scholar Mustafa Bayoumi gives voice to an often depressed and ignored population of men and women trying to
come of age in a country that sees them not just as others but as the enemy. Smart, sensitive and thought-you-thinking, how does it feel as a problem? it's an exciting and encouraging read. - Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.14'Tears We Can't Stop: White America's Sermon to Michael Eric DysonA's beautiful mix of personal anecdote and cultural criticism,
Michael Eric Dyson's Tears Cannot We Stop is a powerful appeal to Americans, especially white Americans, to not only own the racial issues facing the country today, but to address them with power and urgency. Deeply emotional and unapologically honest, this frank discussion about racial divisions in the United States is both awkward, educational and
inspiring. It is necessary to read for white Americans who want to understand the racial issues that divide us and threaten our future. — Sadie Trombetta Clyke is here to buy.15'The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America' Richard Rothstein's Fascinating Book on the Role of Government in Country Segregation, The
Color of Law exposes the unfair and often untold history of housing policy, city planning and racial zoning that became the basis upon which discriminatory practices were built in America. Beginning in the 1920s, author and historian Richard Rothstein describes practices - segregated public housing, racial zoning, the destruction of integrated neighborhoods -
that became the foundation of racial unrest facing black neighborhoods like in Baltimore and Ferguson in the modern United States. A stunning history of racial divisions in metropolitan America and the way they got there, The Color of Law makes clear the undeniable link between discriminatory laws and government-enforced policies and the longstanding
understanding of discrimination that is still alive today. — Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy.16'The History of White People' Nell Irwin Artist's History of White People, renowned historian Nell Irwin The artist goes under his skin and explores the many ways whiteness has been built as a sign of power, control, wealth, beauty and dominance throughout history
Crops. Tracing more than 2,000 years of Western civilization, from the Greeks and Romans to 20th-century America, this in-depth study of the idea of race exposes the economic, political, social and scientific systems that have formed and continue to define the invention of the white race, and how these systems continue to oppress anyone believed to be
others. Featuring well-known figures throughout history, The Story of White People is an eye-opening and engaging look at the designs of race and what they mean today. - Sadie Trombetta Click is here to buy.17'They can't kill us all: Ferguson, Baltimore, and a new era in the American Racial Justice Movement' Wesley LoweryAn's main book on the
intersection of police violence and race, Wesley Lowery's heavily researched and deeply reported book shed clarifying light on one of the most polarizing topics in America today: shooting black Americans. They can't kill us all, Lowery, a Washington Post reporter, draws from hundreds of interviews from around the country, from friends and family members
of Michael Brown and other shooting victims to community organizers and local activists to paint a hectic portrait of racial injustice and those fighting against it. A well-balanced work of statistics and a personal anecdote, They Can't Kill Us All it's more than just information but heart. — Sadie Trombetta Click here to buy. Buy.
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